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It was April before winter relaxed its
grip on the Welsh mountains, giving members ample opportunity to take advantage of excellent snow conditions. Indeed, there was snow underfoot on the
Goose & Cuckoo walk, which traditionally
marks the start of our summer programme; ice axes and crampons were
needed the following weekend, during a
walk that included a traverse across the
north face of Cribyn.
Winter tales link six stories in this issue
of The Pinnacle, alongside Ken McBride‟s
account of a cold but sunny Bank holiday
visit to the sea cliffs of Pembrokeshire
and two stories from the greater ranges.
John Jones describes two winter climbing trips: the first to Norway, which was
followed by one to Torpantau in the Brecon Beacons, where three members
climbed a frozen waterfall that compared favourably to the quality of Norwegian ice. Weather conditions were
mixed during a walk described by Terry
Delbridge, reminding us all how much difference it makes to have a good pair of
waterproofs.
The annual dinner is one of the highlights of our programme and I was
struck by the spirit of camaraderie during this, the 37th annual dinner, which
was held at Betwys y Coed in the heart
of Snowdonia. Stories by Jen Price and
John Balmforth describe the winter
walking that was on offer, contrasting
the ever-popular Snowdon with Foel
Meirch, a less frequented outlier of the
Carneddau. This year marked the 50th
anniversary of the South Wales Three

Torpantau Falls
Peaks Trial. Well over four hundred
walkers reached the start despite
overnight snow settling in Abergavenny,
recalling memories of the first trial
when the six entrants who made it
through the big freeze were taken caving at Llangattock and the event was
postponed for a month.
A circuit of Torres del Paine is one of
the classic Patagonian treks. Kay
Beechey captures the ambiance of an
adventure on the other side of the
world. Looking at spectacular views
through a mountaineer‟s eyes, she recounts the dramatic race for the first
ascent of the Central Tower that was
played out in 1963, coincidentally the
year of the first South Wales Three
Peaks Trial. Combining trekking with
scrambling skills was the key to a rewarding ascent of Kilimanjaro by the
Western Breach, in a mountaineering
traverse across the roof of Africa.
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Talking Tryfan in the Torres Del Paine (Kay Beechey)
“Wales?” said Hernan, our Chilean
trek leader, “You‟re from Wales?” I
assured him I was. “Do you know
Tryfan?” Hernan, it turned out, had
trained at Plas y Brenin and had
climbed Tryfan a number of times.
All those breath-taking granite towers and ice-blue glaciers he sees
every day (“his office” he called it)
and he falls in love with a lump of
rock in Snowdonia. I warmed to him
immediately.

rushing, tumbling rivers to wide,
blue, corrugated glaciers and tree
fringed lakes. And then there are
the Towers and Horns…
The Towers of Paine have a rich
mountaineering history. Three

of the most beautiful mountain
views in the world. Striped, fluted
and weather-worn into the most
amazing spikes and curtains, they
rise above the lake, dominating the
“The Chileans preferred Whillans to
Bonington, Hernan told us, because
“he liked fighting.”

landscape. There are other granite
towers in the world to compete
with Paine‟s Towers, but there are
no rock formations anywhere
which can be compared with the
Horns.
The weather in this part of the
world is notoriously erratic, with

Icebergs in Lago Grey

Glacier Grey
Hernan‟s “office” is the Torres del
Paine National Park in Patagonia,
Chile. It‟s incredibly beautiful and
draws visitors from all over the
world. I‟d signed up for the Torres
del Paine Circuit trek, one of the
world‟s classic walks which had been
on my tick-list for years. It‟s not a
particularly challenging or long trek
(about 140km/87miles) but the wonderful scenery alone makes the long,
convoluted flight from Heathrow via
Madrid and Santiago worthwhile.
From flower-strewn grassland and
moss-dripping lenga forests to exposed alpine passes and airy viewpoints, from gorges chiselled by

granite fingers pointing skywards,
they are what every visitor comes
to see. In January 1693, Chris
Bonington and Don Whillans became the first to climb the Central Tower (2460m) summiting just
one day before an Italian party
who had hoped to claim the prize
for themselves. The Chileans preferred Whillans to Bonington, Hernan told us, because “he liked
fighting.” The Italians went on to
claim the first ascent of the
“If you eat calafate berries you will
return”

higher South Tower; a venerable
consolation prize.
The Cuernos, Paine‟s Horns, are, if
anything, even more beautiful than
the Towers. Certainly seen across
the turquoise waters of Lago Pehoe, they form what must be one

Glacier los Perros
high winds and heavy rain the norm
for most of the summer, yet we
were blessed with sunshine and
mirror-like reflections on the
lakes. Overnight wind and rain
eased as soon as we donned our
boots and magical, hanging cloud
lifted as we neared viewpoints. We
couldn‟t believe our luck.
Would I go back? There is a belief
among the locals that if you eat
calafate berries you will return to
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Torres Del Paine (Kay Beechey) /continued
Patagonia. Calafate berries are sour, more pip than flesh and not particularly pleasant to eat. Suffice to say I
managed a mouthful.

Torres Del Paine
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A Tuesday Afternoon (John

Jones)

This time last year we were climbing in our shorts.As luck would have
it my Tuesday afternoon was free
after a long case rearranged an appointment. Oh what to do?
Keith and Jess made the trek with
me in the hope we'd find ice. Jackpot at Torpantau. I'd never climbed
this fall and it looked great although very peculiar formations. So
much better that RAC corner.
Keith soloed the first pitch as I

Jess on the the first pitch!!
of this world but no it's the Brecon surprised if your dentist rearBeacons !! So if next March we get ranges your appointment of a
a repeat of the freeze don't be
Tuesday afternoon.

Torpantau Falls
brought up Jess . The turn through
90 degrees at the ledges made for
very interesting top outs but the
higher we climbed the better the
ice.
We all roped up for the long second
pitch where the ice was plastic and
dare I say it better quality over
this short section than what we
found in Norway this year!!
The wild formations were tricky,
some spiky, some curtain forms out

“better quality ....than what we
found in Norway this year!!”

Second Pitch on Torpantau
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A Truly British Bank Holiday (By Ken McBride)
This was Pembroke at about 2 pm Friday. We have actually got a couple of climbs in and had yet to wake up on
the Saturday to a kettle whose water was solid ice and a thermometer in the van showing a toasty minus 5°C
at 9 o‟clock. The thermometer was only checked, bleary eyed, cause I could not believe the kettle. We were
sleeping in the tent, which we believe is usually a good 5°C warmer that the outside, and the water was just
crazed till I shook the bottle. Hence the surprise about the kettle, and temp.
All of the time it was 4 layers to climb and a belay jacket for said activity, in sun, out of wind. Cliff tops we're
breezy. The evenings are best left. . . . .
So like the locals say, " come to sunny Pembroke ! ".
All being well, a profitable action by the Northern expeditions and ourselves should have successfully seen
ascents in both the north and south of the country.

A truly British Bank Holiday.

Ken and Alison
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Snowdon at Last ! (Jen Price)

Snowdon in wintry conditions
This article is primarily about none
other than our Vice-Chairman, Kath
Taylor. Kath had previously made
three unsuccessful attempts to
reach the top of Snowdon and the
annual dinner at Betws-y-Coed in mid
-March presented a window of opportunity. Would it be a case of
fourth time lucky? The weather was
suitable for a summit attempt but
which route should we take? We
knew from experience that the Miners‟/Pyg Track can be treacherously
icy, and Snowdon Ranger would mean
a long drive to the start point. That
left Llanberis. Do I hear you say

N

“boring”? Not the 10 mile circuit
we took.
From Llanberis we took the road
that leads to and beyond the Youth
Hostel to join a bridleway which we
followed in a south-westerly direction as far as Bwlch Maesgwm.
Whilst most routes up Snowdon are
busy at all times of year, we only
met one couple on the long path to
the Bwlch and while we took a
break there, two fell runners
passed us. The bridleway passes
some “romantic ruins” and gives
good views across the valley of the
Afon Arddu; we would have seen
the Snowdon Mountain Train had it

been running.
The weather had been quite mild
and calm as far as the Bwlch but
from there it became more and
more windy and wintry.
We
turned east to ascend Moel Cynghorion – at 674m a Nuttall (and
also a Marilyn). There are no
paths marked on the map but in
practice a path follows the fence
line to and over the summit. The
“Kath Taylor. Kath had previously
made three unsuccessful attempts
to reach the top of Snowdon”

fence and path were welcome
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handrails in the worsening conditions, with the weather becoming
quite blizzard-like on the top anduring the steep descent down
slippery grass. At the foot of
Moel Cynghorion we picked up the
well defined Snowdon Ranger path
and were glad to have a stony
track under our feet once more.
The relief was short-lived as we
ascended into the snow line. The
path became gradually more snowy
and less distinct, and visibility deteriorated as we entered thick
cloud but at least the wind had
dropped. Having had a fairly solitary ascent for the first part of
our walk, more and more people
passed up and down the Snowdon
Ranger path as we approached the
railway line where we followed a
well-trodden, and thus icy, route
to the summit.
Snowdon at last! Kath had done
it! We were now above the cloud
and the glorious views of a sunny
and atmospheric Snowdonia were
“Snowdon at last! Kath had done
it! “

an added bonus.
The return leg was more straightforward as we followed the usual
Llanberis path alongside the railway. The path was slippery and
care was needed but, again, the
views were stunning once we had
passed through the cloud layer.
It was quite a demanding ten mile
walk given the weather conditions
and an ascent of a little over 4000
feet (and 11miles) and I think the
five of us who did it (Kath Taylor,
Dawn Brown, Pauline Jones, Colin
Price and Jen Price) would all
agree that it was a memorable
summit day. Two summits if you
include our Nuttall!

Kath on Snowdon
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50th Three Peaks Trial (Peter Salenieks)
Late snow affected the 50th anniversary of the South Wales Three
Peaks Trial on 23rd March. During
his talk in Abergavenny the night
before, Chris Barber explained how
this echoed the first trial. He
brought to life the history of what
is now the third oldest event of its
type in the UK, which has been supported by many current and former
members over the years. The six
entrants who made it through the
big freeze of ‟63 were taken caving
at Llangattock and the event was
postponed for a month.
We were more fortunate and 480
“480 walkers reached the start,
despite about two inches of snow
settling in “

walkers reached the start, despite
about two inches of snow settling in
Abergavenny overnight. The organisers decided to proceed with a reduced event and everyone who
turned up followed either the Silver or Bronze routes, with members
of Longtown Mountain Rescue Team
keeping a watchful eye at checkpoints. Walkers on the Silver route
passed below the summit of the
Blorenge and the Sugar Loaf. Fresh
snow underfoot for much of the
way added to the sense of adventure. I found that being mentally
prepared for the Gold route made
our amended route seem much less
tiring, although it still covered just
over 20 km.
One of the attractions of challenge
walks is the opportunity to meet
familiar faces and make new
friends along the way. The Blister
Sisters – Rhiannon, Alison and
Helen – were well prepared for the
day, taking the opportunity to raise
money for Torfaen Carers Centre
(https://mydonate.bt.com/

The Blister Sisters
fundraisers/blistersisters). I also
chatted with one of the Mountain
Rescue Team members at the
Sugar Loaf checkpoint, recounting
our winter mountaineering trip to
Scotland earlier in the year. Former Club member Martyn Rogers
was there to greet walkers at the
finish, where certificates were
issued and people settled down to
tea and cakes before saying their
goodbyes. Chris Lewis, one of the
organisers from Cardiff Outdoor
Group praised the advice, guid-

ance and support given by Longtown
MRT. He summed up the event
nicely, adding that “despite the
Three Peaks becoming Two Half
Peaks, people still really enjoyed the
day.” One comment Chris received
“despite the Three Peaks
becoming the two half Peaks”

from an entrant was typical: “Had a
great day despite doing less than a
third than we usually do! (Did
bronze rather than gold!)” Everyone
who set off completed what proved
to be a wintry anniversary walk.
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50th Three Peaks Trial /continued
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Elusive Ticks (by John

Balmforth)

All hail Myrddyn Phillips and his
magic measuring stick. Without his
perseverance to the cause, we
would not have such gems as Foel
Mierch to hunt out and enjoy.
The Sunday of the Annual Dinner
Meet at Swallow Falls dawned with
intermittent snow showers and a
decidedly lethargic mood amongst
the congregation. Things needed to
be left tidy, so the plan was an attempt on the elusive peak on the
flanks of the Carneddau. The Famous Five set off to congregate in
the car park at the eastern end of
Llyn Ogwen, but large snowflakes

“The snow became deeper and
more solid as we climbed, “

and 2”of standing slush on the A5
meant 2 decided on a strategic retreat to other activities.
Chairman Pete, Jan and myself set
off as the snow shower eased, and
we climbed towards Cwm Lloer and
the east ridge of Pen yr Ole Wen.
The snow became deeper and more
solid as we climbed, and the recent
snow showers gave definition to the
flanks of Tryfan. Pleasant scramThe Summit of Foel Meirch
bling up the ridge, with photo opportunities, gave way to the broad wind.
ticing a person on the highpoint of
Consultation
with
the
map
pointed
summit flanks of Pen yr Ole Wen
the ridge. No first ascent of the
and exposure to a keen easterly us towards the col between Pen yr day for us!. After further descent,
Ole Wen and Carnedd Dafydd, and a short pull up onto the ridge gave
then a compass bearing into the
mist heading upslope of the target
“us wading through thigh deep
summit. Dropping out of the cloud, drifts back towards Pen yr Ole Wen”
we came across a gaggle of people
descending from Carnedd Dafydd, us our tick and interesting views
who turned out to be part of a into Cwm Pen-llafar and crags of
large group from Ireland having a Ysgolion Duon on the northern
long weekend in Snowdonia. After flanks of Carnedd Dafydd.
a short chat, we continued across A short stop for a brew in a snowthe flank of Carnedd Dafydd to- drift led us scrambling over rocks
wards the suspected target, no- and snowdrifts to the summit of
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Elusive Ticks /continued
Dafydd and the highpoint of the day.
Another compass bearing into the
mist had us wading through thigh
deep drifts back towards Pen yr Ole
Wen, Jan ably breaking trail and Peter disturbing pixels. As the cloud
lifted we had majestic views over
Anglesey, the Glyders and eastwards
towards Moel Siabod, then another
snow shower came through to maintain the interest on our return to
Pen yr Ole Wen. Retracing our steps
down the east ridge, the snow softened as we got lower, with the delights of slush and mud to keep the
interest levels high. Finally reaching
the track running past Glan Dena, we
returned to the A5 and the steady
trudge back to the cars after a successful and varied day. The tick list
is probably the only reason you would
visit Foel Mierch, but it provides an
interesting vista on a less frequented area of Snowdonia, and had
provided a great finale to a cracking
weekend. More power to Myrddyn
Phillips‟ measuring stick,roll on Waun
Garnedd-y-Filiast………..

Approaching Foel Meirch
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Roof of Africa (Peter Salenieks)
It feels like a lifetime has passed
since the distant drums of the
Dark Continent first called to me.
The resulting passage to Kenya,
which was recounted in the 30th
anniversary edition of The Pinnacle,
saw us setting off on safari in a
converted Bedford truck before
making a traverse of Pt Lenana, the
trekker‟s peak on Mount Kenya.
Subsequent journeys to the Simien
Mountains of Ethiopia and the
Kilimanjaro from Mount
Virunga Mountains in Rwanda whetMeru
ted my appetite and I bided my
time until the right opportunity jaro, including enjoying rather than
came to visit Oldoiny‟oibor – the enduring this high-altitude mountain
experience and a greatly increased
chance of reaching the summit.
“spending several days
Mount Meru is so much more than
acclimatising on Mount Meru “
an acclimatisation peak. Setting off
from the park gate, we gained
White Mountain as Kilimanjaro is height steadily and took time to
known amongst the Maasai.
look around. Gideon, our Park
Paul Deegan‟s Guidance for Kiliman- Ranger, kept a watchful eye and
jaro trekkers highlights the bene- spotted wildlife for us. I relished
fits of spending several days accli- each opportunity to learn from our
matising on Mount Meru or Mount
three guides: Frank, Patrick and
Kenya prior to ascending KilimanRogers. Relaxing over dinner in the

Mount Meru from Little Meru

relative comfort of Miriakamba Hut
helped ease us into the expedition.
An afternoon ascent of Little Meru
from Saddle Hut on the second day
put into practice the maxim of
climbing high and sleeping low to aid
acclimatisation. The view from the
top showed us what to expect in a
few hours time. Waking at around
midnight, we had a light meal and
set off, walking in line as our head
torches punctured the enveloping
darkness on either side of the trail.
Short sections of
scrambling
awaited us beyond Rhino Point and
the wind picked up as we climbed
anticlockwise around the volcanic
crater rim. The first hint of colour
on the horizon was a welcome sight,
heralding the new dawn.
We savoured the panoramic views
from Mount Meru and filled in the
summit logbook, before replacing it
securely in its box and descending,
leaving the ravens to reclaim summit
and sky. Kilimanjaro rose above broken cloud, dominating our thoughts
as we prepared ourselves mentally
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Roof of Africa /continued
for the hardest part of the expedition.
Passing through Arusha, we made
our way to the start of the Umbwe
trail for a traverse of Kilimanjaro
via the Western Breach. It was good
that our three guides stayed with us
and were joined by a fourth: Today.
Colobus monkeys watched from

from the tents arrayed beneath.
The trek to Arrow Camp took us
across a barren volcanic landscape, before the clouds lifted to
reveal the Western Breach
bathed in afternoon light. We had
supper before watching the sunset and having an early night.
Watching the moon sink into a
layer of clouds that cocooned us
from the towns below added a
sense of the ethereal as we
awoke, before striking camp and
setting off into the cold night air.
This was the most technical part
of our ascent, moving carefully up
through a succession of rock features that we had memorised the
previous afternoon, striving to
maintain a steady pace despite
Night at Barranco Camp
shortness of breath.
There was a real sense of achievement as we broke out onto the
” Barranco Camp is superbly
crater rim. Glaciers seemed out of
situated in a rock basin “
place against the dark volcanic
above as we made our way up ground, now soaking up the mornthrough montane forest to reach ing sun. We faced a demanding pull
Forest Cave Camp. A sharp, wooded
ridge gave tantalising glimpses
across the forest canopy towards
the towering mass of Kilimanjaro,
leading onto open moorland where
giant
groundsels
and
lobelias
guarded the approach to our next
camp.
Barranco Camp is superbly situated
in a rock basin with steep rock walls
capped by snow slopes and equatorial
glaciers. It is a busy meeting point
for several trails, though our campsite avoided the hustle and bustle.
Spending an acclimatisation day
there enabled us to view the Kilimanjaro in different lights. An abiding
memory was going out after dinner
to see the mountain set against a
canopy of stars, whilst light shone

up the final slope before George,
our expedition leader, and I rose to
the challenge of reaching the roof
of Africa without pausing for
breath. Having the summit to ourselves was an unexpected pleasure,
knowing it was downhill from there
as we joined the Mweka trail. The
long descent coming at the end of a
long day took its toll on our knees.
The trek was punctuated by stops
at Barafu Camp and Millennium
Camp before our final night on the
mountain was spent at Mweka Camp.
Walking to Mweka Gate the following morning did not take long and
our porters treated us to a rendition of the Kilimanjaro song as part
of the customary farewell. Planning
and preparation paid off for what
had proved to be an enjoyable and
rewarding expedition in good company.
“I rose to the challenge of
reaching the roof of Africa without
pausing for breath”

Kilimajaro Summit
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The strange case of Rjukan 2013

Final Pitch Final Day
Hard, commiting, bold, stunning and
very dangerous. No, not a self appraisal but the ice we found at Rjukan this February.This was the
third and for some the fourth visit
by the GMC to this Norwegian ice
playground. We had our ticklist. A
grade 6 was a must. Some of the
classic grade 5's were purely afterthoughts. (editors note: John‟s

suitcase was lost)

The trip had a benign start until
the team of 6 arrived at Oslo. Paul
O'Neill had escaped the clutches of
the SWMC to join the usual suspects of Keith, John C, Gareth, Paul
R and me. Our plans to climb as
three pairs were in tatters as one
of the 60m ropes was in my suitcase. The Climb Inn rented crampons, axes, helmets and some hardware but understandably no ropes.
Two hours later I arrived at the
Lower Gorge to find the teams well
engrossed on ice that was steeper,
more brittle and considerably
harder to climb than in 2012. All
things considered the first day
wasn't a total disaster and we all
got back into the strange world of
ice!! No news from Oslo about my

case.
Krokan is very convenient for single
pitch ice. It's 20 minutes from the
car and the setting of one ice fall
after another should only inspire
good climbing. What wasn't so inspiring was seeing a hole in the
river ice and a wet looking Goretex
clad rag heading for home! A tricky
step and a slip.......If only he'd put
his crampons on. He wasn't in the
GMC! Krokan was much harder this
year. I took my first ever flight
off the ice. My axe ripped on brittle transition plates. my second
screw ripped and I ended up 6
inches off the ground.It was a good
day though. Paul O getting to grips
with the ice, his E4 pedigree showing through. John Crossan showing
good style on Jomfrua, a steep
WI4. Fyrstika was a WI5 plastic
dream last year but now felt like
brittle Swiss cheese even on a
kindly top rope.I was getting to
grips with my hired kit but can't
recommend Petzl ice scews!!
Gareth, Paul R and me finished on a
challenging WI4 that is more three
dimensional than most with a tree
blocking the crux exit. Lovely! We
left Krokan to a glorious sinking
sun. Missing case still unsolved.
Tuesday. Shrove Tuesday. No pancakes for breakfast but good honest Scottish oats. Lower Gorge
again.It was rather busy today and
hot having the spoils we were left
with the dregs. If these were the
dregs in the Beacons they'd be a
100 pairs on them. We're obviously
getting very fussy.
A budding ice climber on Knerten
had required our assistance. Getting well pumped on a steepish
pitch after placing more screws
than a B and Q shopping list has

(John Jones)

it's consequences. Ice climbing is a
balance between placing enough gear
and not getting pumped. It can feel
very run out at times. When you
climb stable rock the routes hopefully do not change character. Not
so with ice,one year great another
frightening! Hjemreisen is a rite of
passage grade 4 that we've all done
whether leading or as second. This
year it reared up like some tower in
Wyoming. A close encounter was
guaranteed. About 2-3 meters from

Gareth and Paul O Leading
on Jomfrua
toping out where the ice was more
or less vertical my crampon points
parted company with the brittle ice
and I went a la Superman backwards!!Thankfully a screamer quickdraw and good gear held me up.
Went back down to earth for a
calming five minutes. John C and
Keith claim it was the fall of the
tour. I did not want that badge! I
had to finish it and that's what I
did and went back up! Gareth and
Paul had a climb on their hands and
“my second screw ripped and I
ended up 6 inches off the ground.”
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Rjukan 2013 /continued
esting ethical development here.A
pair were climbing, the leader
clipping into his higher axe to
place the screw whilst the belayer
took his weight. Mmh! The Upper
Gorge is the refuge of the hard
lines and we all gathered in the
cleft that gives Bakveien on the
left and Nye Vermorkfoss on the
right. Gareth and Paul R went for
Bakveien first Keith and John C
playing the waiting game.Paul O
and I had reserved Nye!!This was
a daunting prospect and it did not
disappoint.45 meters of very
Paul O on Jomfrua
steep brittle chandelier ice on one
thankfully neither went flying. Tues- side hard steeper ice on the
day night brought us pancakes
other. Nearing the 42 meter mark
(although rather hardcore with
on the former I barndoored off.
wholemeal flower) and my suitcase
A simple error that could have
turned up!! Clean pants, clean socks, had very serious consequences.
new daily contact lenses and more
When I reached the belay thread
importantly all my toys. Let's go
I was able to take the full scale
climbing !!
of the undertaking into hand! It
Paul O and myself had to wait an
made last year's assault on anhour to get onto Bakveien. It was
other WI5 Saboterfossen seem
worth the wait.A lovely grade 4.
like a walk in the park. John C and
John C Gareth and Keith went to do
Tracy's Eyes, again steeper and
harder than 2012.The ice was still as
unpredictable here in the Upper
Gorge as we'd found elsewhere. It
was good to be climbing on my own
kit though!
Ozzimosis is a crag busy with groups
as access is easy and the falls are
bop bop bop all in a line. That's why
car parking was an issue. Gareth and
Paul R found steep hooking the order
of the day on Presangen and later
joined Keith and John C who had
taken the lower level by storm. The
ice was again steep and hard. The
route of the crag is Ozzimosis.
Steep and brittle and I was very
glad to make the belay stance on a
bomber tree. We did see an inter-

Keith were having a cracking
time .The second pitch of the
routes run parallel and was time for
catch up banter. Keith described
the conditions as Scottish on this
pitch thankfully without the 100ph
winds. A grand day out!!
A trip of lessons learnt and I'm
sure we'll return to Rjukan in the
future but plans are afoot for pastures new in 2014.So what happened
to my suitcase? It was picked up by
another passenger at Oslo who took
it home and returned it to SAS on
Sunday. They refused to accept it.
He then took it home and posted it
to me. This is not made up!!! Enjoy
the ice but remember it's a different world. We did not get the grade
6 tick but we're all still here and
“A trip of lessons learnt and I'm
sure we'll return to Rjukan in the
future”

willing to try .If our springs continue in
this vein we might get our own grade
6 in the Neath valley!!

Happy Team at Krokan
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A Winter Walk (Terry Delbridge)
Six of us set off from Talybont
headwall and immediately hit the no
access sign which had to be sorted.
Up onto Carn Pica where we encountered the winter weather, fierce
winds kept us hunkered down for the
first „eat‟ of the day. Blown over the
summit plateau across to the Wellington Bomber memorial on a surprisingly accurate compass setting.
The wind was far too fierce forced
us off the route and down the valley
past Torpantau waterfall which had
some ice, but lots of running water.
Down the river valley took us back to
Talybont, where we followed the Taf
Trail in rain and more rain. A typical
day out in January with loads of
snow down, fierce winds and rain ha!
we do work hard for the Club.

Snow on the Carn Pica Plateau
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Pics of the Beacons in Winter (Terry Delbridge)

